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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss the development of the sprawling-type quadruped robot named "TITAN-XIII" and its dynamic walking algorithm. We develop an experimental quadruped robot especially designed for dynamic walking. Unlike dog-like robots, the prototype robot looks like a four-legged spider. As an experimental robot, we focus on the three basic concepts: lightweight, wide range of motion and ease of maintenance. To achieve these goals, we introduce a wire-driven mechanism using a synthetic fiber to transmit power to each axis making use of this wire-driven mechanism, we can locate the motors at the base of the leg, reducing, consequently, its inertia. Additionally, each part of the robot is unitized, and can be easily disassembled. As a dynamic walking algorithm, we proposed what we call "longitudinal acceleration trajectory". This trajectory was applied to intermittent trot gait. The algorithm was tested with the developed robot, and its performance was confirmed through experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to go over rough terrain, legged robots are more effective than wheeled or crawler robots. Although there are many kinds of legged robots, we consider using at four-legged robot, which is the minimum number of legs to perform static walking; like a crawl gait, is the most practical in various type of legged robots. Among the four-legged robots being developed currently we have BigDog[1], HyQ[2] and Tekken[3]. BigDog was developed by Boston Dynamics and makes use of hydraulic actuators. HyQ makes use of both electric and hydraulic actuators. The Tekken is a small quadruped robot which makes use of a electric motor. These robots have the same characteristic which is having a mammal-type configuration of legs. However there are also an sprawling-type configuration of legs in the nature (Fig.1). We define a mammal-type robot as a robot whose proximal joint rotates around the roll axis, and the following two distal joints rotates the pitch axis. The leg links of the mammal-type robots are normally arranged vertically. We also define a sprawling-type robot as a robot whose proximal joint performing a rotation in the yaw axis and its following distal joints performing a rotation in the pitch axis. The first part of the leg is horizontal and its following part of the leg is vertical when a robot standing. Comparing the two types of configuration of the legs, sprawling-type robot has wider supporting polygon and lower center of gravity than mammal type. Additionally, in the case of an sprawling-type robot, each foot is far enough from other feet to prevent collision between each other. It means an sprawling-type robots has a wider range of motion of theleg than mammal-type robots. In order to go over rough terrain, high stability and wide range of motion are important. Thus, we have been developing sprawling-type quadruped robot "TITAN" series[4].

Among the TITAN series, TITAN-VIII[5] was developed as an experimental quadruped robot, and more than 70 TITAN-VIII was sold among researchers to promote study of quadruped robot. However, TITAN-VIII was not suitable for performing dynamic walking, such as trot gait, because its power weight ratio is too low. Therefore we developed a lightweight quadruped robot TITAN-XIII, shown in Fig.2, which is capable of performing dynamic walking.

In this paper, we propose a new dynamic walking algorithm and describe the mechanism of TITAN-XIII, as well an experimental results.

II. DYNAMIC WALKING

The trot gait known as dynamic gait, is characterized by moving diagonal legs at the same time. Once it only needs to control two pair of legs, a trot gait is easier to control than other gaits; e.g. crawl gait. Additionally when
a robot tumbles around its diagonal supporting line, the swinging leg may contact the ground, and this may prevent the robot from completely turning over. Because of these characteristics, we consider the trot gait as "safety gait"[6] which will be addressed as the basic walking gait. In former studies, we proposed "intermittent trot gait"[7] which has four leg stance phase to increase stability when it changes the supporting leg. As the body movement, we also proposed "sway compensation trajectory"[8] which sways body with lateral axis to be stable in two legs supporting phase, and "3D sway compensation"[9] which is extended from sway compensation trajectory by adding 3-dimensional motion.

However, these swaying compensations have a problem which is the difficulty of walking at high speed since it needs to sway its body along the lateral axis. Thus, we proposed a simpler trajectory called "longitudinal acceleration trajectory"(LAT) which keeps stability by accelerating the body along longitudinal axis like an inverted pendulum. We applied this trajectory to the intermittent trot gait, and call it LA-type intermittent trot gait. LAT is used only in dynamic two leg supporting phase. When the robot is in static four legs supporting phase, the body moves at constant velocity. Even if a robot tumbles in two legs supporting phase by some disturbance like a wind, four legs supporting phase can return the robot to nominal posture to continue walking.

To control the body in 2 legs supporting phase, just simple inverted pendulum control is enough, but we introduced the "Linear Inverted Pendulum Mode"(LIPM)[10] known as walking algorithm for a bipedal robot. LIPM consider the robot as a mass point 'm' and no-weight expandable leg(Fig.3) in order to keep the height of the body. If the leg exerts the force which compensate the gravity force along the leg, the mass point does not fall to the ground but moves along horizontal axis and keep its height. The position of the mass point while moving is described by Eqn.1.

\[
\ddot{x} = \frac{g}{zc}x. \tag{1}
\]

If the initial position of the mass point is \(x_0 < 0\), the minimum initial velocity to move the mass point from minus direction to plus direction can be described by Eqn.2.

\[
v_{0 \text{min}} = -x_0 \sqrt{\frac{g}{zc}}. \tag{2}
\]

Fig.4 shows the diagonal supporting line that the robots tumble around. This line is inclined to walking direction in case of quadruped robot. Thus we need to apply LIPM around this line. Considering \(\theta\) as the angle between the normal direction of movement and the diagonal supporting line, we can describe the direction of movement in function of time by equation3.

\[
x'(t) = x(t)/\cos(\theta). \tag{3}
\]

III. DESIGN OF TITAN-XIII

A. LEG MECHANISM

In order to perform dynamic gait, the robot; especially its leg, must be lightweight. Thus we used wire drive mechanism with a synthetic fiber cable wire. And we also designed TITAN-XIII carefully for not only high performance but also good maintainability.

The photo, the simplified figure and the detail drawing of the leg structures are shown in Fig.5, Fig.6, Fig.7. This
The leg mechanism is composed of the planar mechanism with 2DOF and the mechanism which rotate it, having 3DOF in total.

In dynamic walking, the inertia of the swinging leg should be small to reduce its dynamic effect. Therefore, TITAN-XIII uses a wire-driven mechanism in Axis2 and Axis3. With this mechanism, the motors can be located in the base structure of the leg and its inertia can be reduced remarkably. The link connecting each axis is made of a CFRP pipe which has high strength and is very light, reducing the weight of the leg. Furthermore, we do not locate this link on the straight line which connects each axis, but on the line which has an offset L2 from the connected line (Fig.6). The reason for introducing this offset is to enlarge range of motion and increase the strength of fixing the CFRP pipes. If CFRP locate on the straight line which connects each axis, the link cannot be fold in parallel because of collision between Link2 and Link3. But if there is an offset, this collision can be avoided, the leg can be folded in parallel and the range of motion is expanded. By using this offset the range of motion in the opposite direction will be reduced, but that range of motion is not necessary for walking. Because of this offset, the CFRP pipe can be inserted across the shaft of each axis without collision with the shaft. Therefore this structure can increase rigidity of the link due to the larger area of the glue.

Although TITAN-VIII uses a parallel link mechanism to keep its foot parallel to the body, we decide not to install any mechanism for a foot. As a mass of the end of the leg largely affects the inertia of the leg, we decided to only install a lightweight rubber ball as the foot in order to increase friction coefficient.

In order to improve the robot maintainability, the thigh-shank-unit which contains the legs and wire-driven mechanism to actuate axis2 and axis3, can be easily separated from the base-unit by only removing few screws (Fig.8).

The base-unit, which is part of the robot’s body, has its back equipped with a micro controller and a power amplifier (Hibot, TitechSH2 Tiny Controller and 1BLDC Power Module), as well as the axis1 motor. This motor, does not use a wire to drive the axis1, but a timing belt as transmission and reduction mechanism. This pulley shown in Fig.9 does not have any tooth of gear but have a dent and a hole to fix timing.
belt directly to the pulley to execute the walking motor, the joint does not need to rotate over 360 deg. By pushing the tensioner plate with a screw, the timing belt is fixed to the pulley with the dent, which also serve as a tensioner for the timing belt. All the motors used to drive axis 1, 2 and 3 are identical: brush-less with planetary gear head (Nippo Denki KK., FX1206-011; maximum output 68.5W). To measure the angle of each axis, a 16bit magnetic encoder (AVAGO, AEAT-6600-T16) is coupled directly to each axis.

B. WIRE-DRIVEN MECHANISM

As we described before, TITAN-XIII uses a wire-driven mechanism to position the motors of Axis 2 and Axis 3 on the base of the thigh-shank-unit. Additionally, if a timing belt and pulley or gear mechanism is used as the final stage of reduction mechanism, they need larger and heavier mechanism because of they have to support a load by only one or few teeth. However in case of wire-driven mechanism as the final stage of reduction mechanism, it can support load by whole surface of the pulley and transmit power with no backlash. Former robots, TITAN-VIII used stainless wires which were difficult to maintain its tension because stainless wires are hard to bend and easily make plastic deformation. TITAN-XIII, though, uses a new wire material which is a synthetic fiber cable (Hayami industry, DY-381SZL(Fig.10)), which is consists of the core by a PBO(poly(p-phenylene-2,6-benzobisoxazole)) fiber called Zylon and the sleeve by a UHPE(Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene) fiber called Dyneema. TABLE I shows a comparison between these new material and stainless wires. The tension strength of these new material is twice as strong as of stainless wire, and the specific strength is more than ten times higher.
A wire-driven mechanism needs a tensioner to compensate its expansion. We introduce a co-axial tensioner shaft shown in Fig. 12. This shaft is composed of core shaft, outer shaft and one-way clutch connecting two shafts. Because of the one-way clutch, each shaft can only rotate in one direction which tightens the tension of the wire. The tension of the wire can be easily adjusted continuously by rotating one shaft while the other is fixed. Additionally, the end of the wire is fixed by just hooking it to a small gap of the shaft after winding the wire around shaft several times. From the Euler’s belt formula, the force needed to fix at the end of the wire is drastically reduced according to the number of turns, and it can easily detach from the gap.

We install this co-axial tensioner shaft to the wire-driven mechanism as the input pulley.

We developed TITAN-XIII shown in Fig. 13 and its specification are shown in Table II. TITAN-XIII is composed of four identical leg units described before, being easily fixable by the replacement by a new whole leg in case of breaking. We designed the main body of the robot as monocoque structure, by connecting base-units of leg, top and bottom plates to each other for reducing the weight and increasing the rigidity. The lithium ferrite battery(A123, APR18650, 26.4V) is equipped inside the body as shown in Fig. 14. The configuration of legs is symmetric for easy omnidirectional walking. Each leg is connected by a CAN bus, and power source. The external computer, which generates walking motion and calculates desired angle of joints, sends a command to each leg via CAN bus.

Comparing TITAN-XIII and TITAN-VIII, the weight of TITAN-XIII is less than a quarter of the weight of TITAN-VIII. Although the payload of TITAN-XIII was decreased, expected velocity is twice higher than TITAN-VIII, because of higher power weight ratio, which is three times higher than TITAN-VIII.

### C. TOTAL SYSTEM

![Fig. 12. Co-Axial Tensioner Shaft](image)

![Fig. 13. TITAN-XIII](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spec</th>
<th>Specification of TITAN-XIII and TITAN-VIII</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size(LxWxH)</td>
<td>420x420x300 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight(no battery)</td>
<td>4.85 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight(with battery)</td>
<td>5.2 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Walking Velocity</td>
<td>1.0 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload</td>
<td>1.0 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery run time</td>
<td>approx. 0.5 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total output of motors</td>
<td>822 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Weight Ratio</td>
<td>170 W/kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 14. Top View of TITAN-XIII](image)

### IV. EXPERIMENT

We carried out an experiment of "LA-type intermittent trot gait" with TITAN-XIII. Fig. 15 shows the series of photos taken during the walking experiment. In this time power was supplied from the external power source and also each position command was sent from external laptop via CAN.
The parameters of walking were velocity of 0.39m/s and duty ratio of 0.59. As a foot trajectory in swing phase, we use cycloid curve because of the terminal vertical velocity is 0. The body was always stable and kept horizontal to the ground during walking. The effectiveness of LA-type intermittent trot was confirmed by this experiment. Furthermore, maximum velocity of TITAN-XIII is 0.71m/s at duty ratio 0.52 with the proposed gait was observed in the experiments. We believe this maximum velocity can be increased by optimizing its leg trajectory; especially in swinging phase.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed the a simpler trajectory, "longitudinal acceleration trajectory", which keeps the body of the robot stable in dynamic two legs supporting phase by only longitudinal acceleration and deceleration for faster dynamic walking. Then we discussed the development of the lightweight quadruped robot TITAN-XIII especially its leg mechanism. We also described the result of walking experiments. In the walking experiments, by using "LA-type intermittent trot gait", TITAN-XIII could perform dynamic walking stably. As a future plan, we will equip some sensors such as an acceleration sensor, a depth sensor on the body and touch sensors on the each foot in order to recognize an unknown environment. After that, we will develop the terrain adaptive walking algorithm expanded from LA-type intermittent trot gait, and carry out the experiment of the algorithm with TITAN-XIII in a test field.
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